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CATERWARE Inc. announces new versions of the
CATERPLUS™ software at CaterSource® in Las Vegas
(Columbus, OH) – CATERWARE Inc., a leader in providing performance
software to the hospitality industry, announces the newest edition of the
popular CATERPLUS™ Catering & Event Management at Mike Roman’s
CaterSource® 2002 in Las Vegas. For the fifth year, CATERWARE has
debuted it’s latest version to over a thousand leading caterers at the annual
educational convention.
CATERPLUS OnSite™, and CATERPLUS Classic™ offer the best in catering
& event management software, focusing on bringing the most useful features
to the In-house and Off-premise caterers. Designed to be powerful, yet
simple and easy to implement, the newest release features an all-new
interface, and enhanced abilities for customization and integration tools such
as RoomViewer® by Timesaver Software, and FOOD-TRAK® by System
Concepts, Inc.
Contact and task management modules are built-in, allowing complete
organization of schedules, appointments, reminders, and workgroup
management in network environments. These new features along with
reliable back-office and sales process automation make it a requirement for
any catering & sales operation seeking to improve it’s efficiency.
Michael Roman has become the nation's leading educator for the catering
industry. Mike travels more than 100,000 air miles a year, providing marketing
assistance and business. Mike is presently the President of CaterSource®,
Inc. which is a consulting, seminar, and publishing business helping all types
of food service business achieve better profitability.
CATERWARE Inc. was founded in 1995 upon the core strengths of catering
industry knowledge and experience, and software development. The
company’s primary focus is understanding the challenges and needs of a
catering business, and translating those needs into state-of-the-art products
and services for the industry. The comprehensive features of CATERPLUS
Catering and Event Management software deliver the benefits of improved
efficiency, profitability and customer service for today’s successful operation.
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